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View from the Tree Tops
Ever wondered how Branch Out Burlington! got its name?
Back in 1995 when the group was being formed, I invited a few
friends over for dinner. I like to have a few topics for discussion
at these soirées. That night I chose “What should we call the new
Burlington citizen tree group?” I figured that would keep the
conversation going throughout the meal. Dinner was served, I
asked my leading question, and expected lots of suggestions to
follow. Within 30 seconds, Judy Parker, now a long time BOB!
volunteer, chimed in “I got it! Call it Branch Out Burlington.”
Everyone clapped, agreeing That’s it! Problem solved. All I could
think of was “OH NO! What do we talk about the rest of the
night?” When I took the suggested name to the next meeting of
the group, everyone loved the name. One person added, we can
call it “BOB” for short, a nickname that stuck. That sometimes
causes confusion though. When people work at the nursery and
see all the gloves and tools labeled BOB, some ask, who is BOB
anyway? We later added the exclamation mark to demonstrate
our passion for what we do for trees. So now you know the
backstory for our name.
Margaret Skinner, President
The artistic contest coordinated by
the Young Writers Project is over,
with 166 entries! The judges deliberated over the entries and winners
were announced on the first day of
Spring, March 20!

Check out the winners and honorable mentions on our website
https://branchoutburlington.org/programs/a-celebration-of-trees/
or at “The Voice”: https://youngwritersproject.org/node/39499
The Tree by Lila Oquendo
14, Rutland, VT, a visual arts
honorable mention from our
contest.

Red, white and
blue on a sunny
winter day in Vermont. We haven’t
seen many of these
days in 2021.
Photo by
M. Skinner

Tree Sale Pick Up!
Don’t forget, Saturday, May 1 is the
day to pick up your trees from the
BOB! tree sale. Someone from BOB!
will contact you with details on the
place and time for pick up. Contact
Kyle Albee for details at:
Bobtreesale@gmail.com
Tel: 802-825-4505
Want to get involved with BOB! ?
Our next meeting (online via Zoom) is
on April 13, 6:00-8:00 pm. All are welcome to attend. Contact Margaret Skinner at mskinner@uvm.edu

Can you guess what caused this?
Next month we’ll tell you!
Branch tips
scattered all
over the ground
under a mature
spruce tree.

Some of the Contest Winners
Golden Birch Award – Writing

Golden Birch Award – Visual Arts

To the fig tree on Koloĉep Island
By Sam Aikman, 17, Richmond, VT
When I say “fig”
I do not mean the kind
you get at the supermarket
in a clear plastic tub.
I do not mean the kind
that is shriveled, and brown,
and crackles when cleaved open
by a child with dirty nails.
When I say “fig”
I mean the kind that dangles,
purple and glowing
from a thicket of foliage
above a cobbled street.
Have you ever stood
at the edge of the Adriatic
under the shade of a tree
as old as a country
and eaten the pith of a fruit
the color of the sky at dusk?
What is this sudden urge we call longing?
When, in the late afternoon
of a Saturday in January,
as you loiter under the fluorescent lights
in aisle six, you demand to have the heart
of a past summer on your tongue.

The Tree of Life
By Uma Chirkova, 14, Newbury, VT
painted freehand using Adobe Photoshop

Silver Maple Award – Visual Arts

You buy a box despite them being old and dry,
and stand with your fingers in your mouth
at a bus stop on the corner of Dorset,
halfway around the world from the tree
that has not likely been long lost to sun.
When you consider the heat,
and the distance, and all the time
it takes to deliver life (first to your palm and then to your lips),
really, what is the point
of waiting a moment longer before returning
to the fig on Koloĉep Island?
Since when has fruit never been enough of a reason to leave?

Moonlight on Snow
By Katherine Moran, 15, Bristol, VT – Watercolor

How to Plant a Bare Root Tree
V.J. Comai, Burlington City Arborist & Margaret Skinner
What’s a bare root tree?: It’s one with little or no soil around the roots. Trees sold in the BOB! tree sale are bare root trees.

These come directly from commercial nurseries and are easier for homeowners to transport than balled and burlaped trees. However,
they need special care to ensure they thrive.

When to Plant: Your trees should be planted as soon as possible and no more than 2 days after you get them. If they cannot be

planted immediately, be sure the plastic bag around the roots stays tightly closed and store trees in a cool and shady place (an unheated garage, shed or basement is best), protected from the elements. DO NOT LEAVE TREES IN THE SUN. The roots of trees
from the BOB! tree sale are dipped in hydrogel, a non-toxic substance that retains moisture. This will help protect the roots from
drying out until the tree is in the ground.

Where to Plant: Make sure to select the right site. Consider these factors: A tree's mature size and shape must fit the site and surrounding buildings. Don’t plant too near building foundations or walls. Avoid planting under overhead wires and above underground utilities (consult Digsafe if necessary). If you plan to plant near the street or in a parking lot, keep snow removal plans in
mind. Avoid windy locations. Space small maturing trees 15–20 ft. apart, large maturing trees 30 ft. apart. Refer to the web for recommendations for planting sites for your tree species: http://www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/uf/plant_trees/planting_trees.htm

How to Plant:
1. Don’t open the plastic bag wrapping until you are ready to plant, and only take the tree out when the hole is ready.
2. Do not expose the roots to wind or sunlight for even a short time.
3. Dig the planting hole wide and shallow—2-3 times wider in all directions than the roots spread. Don’t loosen the soil that will be
underneath the root system; instead concentrate on creating loose soil horizontally for spreading out the roots. The beginning of
the root flare (line between the stem and the start of the roots - usually visible as a distinct color change) should be at or just
above the soil line after planting. This should be your guide for how deep to plant the tree.
4. Turf surrounding the tree should be removed so it doesn’t compete with the newly planted tree for water.
5. Stand tree up in the hole and begin filling in with soil around its roots.
Root flare is at the soil line.
6. Fill only half-way, starting with the soil from closest to the surface because it has the most nutrients and this is your best
chance to deliver those nutrients to the deepest, strongest
roots.
7. When hole is half filled, water the soil in the hole to eliminate
all air pockets.
8. Finish filling the hole, pack the soil down by foot or by hand
and water again.
7. Make sure to plant the tree at the correct level (by looking for the root flare line). If it is planted too deeply or too shallow carefully unplant it and do it again. It is better to plant it correctly now. The soil around the tree should be slightly
lower than the surrounding ground so rain water will run toward the tree, not away from it.
6. Build up a low ridge of soil around the outside boundary of the planting hole to hold water around the root area. This
will ensure that the water doesn’t run off during daily watering.
7. Don’t put sod or grass seed over the soil. It competes with the tree for nutrients and water. Instead, spread 2-4 inches
of woodchips or shredded bark mulch. The further out away from the tree you mulch, the better.

How to Mulch: Mulch should be maintained at a depth of 2–4 inches for several

years after planting. Don’t let mulch mound against the trunk since this could create a
favorable environment for fungi. Use bark mulch or wood chips.

Good

Bad

Burlington
Parks staff
planting a
bare-root tree.

Profiles of Courage & Beauty
Maggie Citarella prepared descriptions of a couple of tree species we grow in our community tree
nursery that will be transplanted out on our streets in the coming years.

Northern Pin Oak
Scientific name: Quercus elipsoidalis
Northern pin oaks are medium-sized, deciduous trees native to the
northeastern United States. Also known as hill’s oak or jack oak, this
tree favors dry, upland sites. These oaks are cylindrical in shape and
have a rounded crown, reaching 50-70 ft tall by 40-60 ft wide. Small
yellow-green flowers bloom in spring. Fruits are elliptic acorns (hence
the species name elipsoidalis) and are valuable food sources for wildlife. Dark green leaves are 3-7 inches long and have deep, bristletipped lobes. The leaves turn russet red in the autumn. When this tree
grows in the wild, its lower branches are often shaded, leading to
death and breakage; the broken branches leave pin-like stubs on the
tree – giving this oak its common name. Northern pin oak is similar
in appearance to pin oak (Quercus palustris), which prefers lowland areas in more southern regions. It tolerates drought and dry soils and
grows easily in average, acidic, well-drained soils in full sun. It is a valuable tree for cavity-nesting and migrant birds. This shade tree can be
planted in lawns, parks, or medians. It typically grows in plant hardiness zones 4-7.

Additional Information:
•
•
•

http://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/PlantFinder/PlantFinderDetails.aspx?kempercode=d479
https://www.minnesotawildflowers.info/tree/northern-pin-oak
https://www.mortonarb.org/trees-plants/tree-plant-descriptions/hills-oak

Give a Lasting Memory
Want to honor a loved one for their contributions, or leave a living legacy in memory of a friend or family member?
Instead of flowers, give a tree through our Give-A-Tree program? For $130 you can contribute to planting of a tree in Burlington, to make it a greener city. The donation is used to purchase and care for a tree in our community tree nursery. The tree is
planted in its final home along a Burlington street or in one of our parks. To learn more, go to: Give-a-Tree Program - Branch
Out Burlington! or contact Margaret Skinner, mskinner@uvm.edu; 802-656-5440.

Pear – Korean Sun
Scientific name: Pyrus fauriei Korean Sun™
This ornamental pear is a small, deciduous tree or shrub. Native to Korea,
the Korean Sun pear is a compact, rounded tree that grows to 12 ft tall by
15 ft wide. White flowers appear after the leaves and develop into small
fruit. This tree is noted for its excellent fall color, when the green leaves
turn red to redish purple. It thrives in full sun, grows quickly, and adapts
well to most soil types. Korean Sun pear is drought tolerant and has high
resistance to powdery mildew and leaf scorch. All of these characteristics
make it an excellent tree for planting on the street. This flowering tree can
be planted as a specimen or in small groups. It attracts birds and butterflies
and is resistant to deer. It typically grows in plant hardiness zones 4-9.

Additional Information:
•

https://landscapeplants.oregonstate.edu/plants/pyrus-fauriei-korean-sun

Branch Out Burlington! is a
proud donor to the Young
Writers Project. We believe
nurturing the artistic talents of
young people is as important
as caring for young trees.

Do you know a school or public space that needs
a tree to make their space more beautiful?
Every year, BOB! gives away trees to local schools,
towns and non-profits with space for one. Contact
Steve Rivard at reevesovnt@aol.com to apply.

You can still get tree gators to water your trees and mugs to drink in
style.

Order online: https://branchoutburlington.org/programs/tree-sale/14thannual-tree-sale/
All funds support our tree planting in
Burlington and beyond and for trees for
VT non-profits.
This slow release watering system delivers 20
gallons directly to tree roots with no run-off or
evaporation. It saves time, money, and water,
and efficiently waters your tree.

The Pest Management Corner
Beech Leaf Disease, caused by an Asian foliar nematode (Litylenchus crenatae).
Alas, another exotic tree pest, beech leaf disease (BLD) is on the radar of forest managers
and nursery operators in the Eastern US and Canada. This disease was first reported on
American beech (Fagus grandifolia) in Ohio in 2012, but is now known to occur in PA, NY,
CT, MA, RI and Ontario, Canada. It is mostly found in forests, but has also been observed
in landscaped areas and on nursery stock. It is unclear at this time what causes the disease,
but a nematode has been isolated from infected leaves, which is a species described in Japan
on Oriental beech (F. crenata). Thanks to molecular technology though experts now believe
the nematodes in No. Amer. are a new subspecies (L. crenatae mccannii).

BLD host plants: It has been found on several beech species: Amer. beech, Oriental
beech (F. orientalis), European/copper beech (F. sylvatica) and Chinese beech (F. engleriana).

What’s a nematode? They are
microscopic roundworms.
There are over 25,000 different
species. Some parasitize plants,
and are serious agricultural
pests. Others parasitize insects
and are valuable biological control agents. Still others feed on
bacteria and algae and help to
decompose organic matter.

Symptoms: Early BLD symptoms are dark-green striped bands between the leaf veins. These look like blisters, and become
leathery. Leaves also begin to curl. Over time, buds die, leaf production declines and premature leaf drop occurs.

BLD symptoms: stripped leaves (left), leathery blisters (center); die-back in canopy of young tree (right).

BLD could significantly impact our forest ecosystem. In 2012 Amer. beech made up over 20% of Vermont’s forests.
Though beech trees in Vermont rarely survive to become large majestic specimen trees due to another exotic insect/disease
problem (beech bark disease), they still are valued in our diverse forests.
What should you do if you see it: Take a picture of suspect leaves, pick a sample of the diseased leaves, record location
of the tree; and report it to the VT Invasives at: https://vtinvasives.org/get-involved/report/reporting-a-tree-disease or to
your local Extension Service office. DON’T DELAY TIME MATTERS.
The threat of BLD is another reason not to transport firewood into or out of Vermont.

Don’t confuse BLD with an infestation of eriophyid mite (Erineum
ferrugineum). This mite species is a minor foliar pest that occurs here
but does not seriously harm beech trees. They cause velvety patches on
the lower leaf surface which turn reddish or yellow as they dry out.
Additional Information:
•
•

https://www.mass.gov/guides/beech-leaf-disease-in-massachusetts
https://www.eppo.int/ACTIVITIES/plant_quarantine/alert_list_nematodes/litylenchus_crenatae

The BOB! Mission: We are a group of volunteers who help plant and care for Burlington’s trees. Our goal is to promote a city graced with
a variety of beautiful, healthy trees, and a citizenry involved with forever expanding and preserving our urban forest .
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